
Abstract

For Garbage Collection (GC) to be a generally accepted
means of memory management it is required to prove its
efficiency. This paper presents a scheme that guarantees
that an incremental Garbage Collector will have comple-
ted its collection cycle before the system runs out of
memory. Furthermore, it is shown that the work that has
to be done by the collector in one incremental step is li-
mited by a small constant depending on the percentage
of total memory used by the application program. This
result then allows a suitable trade-off between memory
demand and GC overhead to be found.

1. Introduction

The reason for applying an incremental Garbage Collec-
tor (as opposed to a disruptive one) is to reduce pauses
imposed by the collector to a minimum and instead
spread the collection work over small increments. This
should be done so as to ensure that the collector makes
sufficient progress that it is always able to satisfy an
allocation by the application program without an unrea-
sonably long delay. 

Most Garbage Collection algorithms have to do a com-
plete traversal of all or part of the memory allocated by
the application before any garbage may be detected and
considered free. This traversal and the freeing of the en-
countered garbage is called a GC cycle. An incremental
collector splits the work to be done during a GC cycle
into many tiny parts that are done during the execution
of the application program, either in parallel in a

separate thread or by occasionally stopping the applica-
tion to do some GC work.

In this paper, memory is measured in units. These may
be bytes, the minimum object size, whole objects (in a
system with only a single size-class) or any other
memory unit. We assume (for now) that our heap has a
fixed size of M units. The part of the memory that is
known to be free will be called F. The amount that has
not been proven to be free is called allocated: A = M – F.
The memory actually used by the application program is
the reachable memory R. So we have the following
variables describing the memory usage:

M total memory (always known to the
GC)

F free memory (always known to the
GC)

(1) A = M–F ≤ M allocated memory (always known
to the GC)

(2) R ≤ A reachable memory (usually 
unknown at run time)

To simplify the analysis, we normalise these values:

m = M/M = 1 normalised total memory
(3) f = F/M normalised free memory

a = A/M = 1–f normalised allocated memory
r = R/M ≤ a normalised reachable memory

During a GC cycle, the collector does one or a small
constant number of scans through the allocated memory
A (or at least through the reachable memory R). Possible
algorithms are presented in [3] for a Mark and Sweep
collector or in [2] for a copying collector. The details of
the collection algorithm and its incremental implementa-
tion are not dealt with in this paper. There are only two
requirements: The collector has to guarantee to find all
garbage that existed at the beginning of the collection
cycle (this implies that it is exact); and during each in-
crement of GC work progress (measured in a fraction of
scanned memory) is made so that at the latest after scan-
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ning all allocated memory, a GC cycle is finished. In
more detail, these requirements are:

We define gc to be the amount of garbage found (and
therefore memory recycled) by the collector during GC
cycle c:

Gc amount of garbage found during
GC cycle c

gc = Gc/M normalised amount of garbage 
found during GC cycle c

We assume that at the beginning of GC cycle c we have
Ac units of allocated memory and Rc units of  reachable
memory. The amount of garbage is Ac–Rc. Any useful
incremental GC algorithm has to guarantee that, during
cycle c, it will detect at least those garbage objects that
were garbage at the beginning of the cycle, but it may as
well find garbage that was created during the cycle. So
we have

Gc ≥ Ac – Rc memory that is garbage at the 
beginning of cycle c is guaranteed
to be found during cycle c

gc ≥ ac – rc normalised Gc

When cycle c is finished, the garbage detected is taken
from the allocated memory a and added to the free
memory f. During this cycle, the application program
will continue running and allocate Qc units of memory.

Qc amount of memory allocated by
application during cycle c

qc = Qc/M normalised Qc

At the end of one cycle, the garbage found will be added
to the free memory, while the amount allocated during
the cycle has become allocated memory. So we can use

(4) ac+1 = ac + qc – gc allocated memory at the be-
ginning of the cycle c+1

to determine the amount of memory allocated at the be-
ginning of the next cycle.

A useful indicator for the progress made by an incremen-
tal step of the GC cycle is the amount of allocated
memory scanned by the collector: Even if a scan has to
traverse only the reachable memory R, we can still use
the allocated memory A to measure progress, since R is
usually unknown, but is known to be less than or equal
to A. Our progress function may indicate less progress
than is actually made, so the cycle might finish earlier
than anticipated.

Pi progress made by collector in 
increment i (amount of allocated
memory scanned)

The collector has to guarantee that a GC cycle that star-
ted with increment i is finished when the sum of the pro-
gress made in each increment reaches the amount of
allocated memory.

In this paper, free memory is considered to be available
for any allocation, i.e., not fragmented and therefore un-
usable. This means that either the GC algorithm applied
has to compact the memory, only a single size class can
be used or the implementor must be optimistic enough to
assume that fragmentation won't be a problem.

For the collector to be non-disruptive, we must ensure
that the progress Pi to be made in each increment is
small but also that it is big enough that the GC can
guarantee that it finds and recycles sufficient garbage to
satisfy all allocation requests done by the application. A
useful function for Pi will be presented here.

2. Simple schemes for time distribution bet-
ween application and collector

A simple scheme to distribute the available processing
power between the application and the collector would
be to allocate a fixed fraction of total CPU time to a
collection process, e.g. 10% or 25%. On a multi-
processor system, it is also tempting to allocate one
processor for the collector, while leaving the remaining
ones for the main application. This scheme ensures that
only a limited amount of time will be spent for GC and
ensures non-disruptiveness during normal execution.
But it does not at all ensure that sufficient GC work will
be done for the system not to run out of free memory, so
the danger of having to halt the application for a comple-
te GC cycle persists. Its likelihood can be reduced by in-
creasing the percentage of time spent on GC, but there is
no guarantee that sufficient progress will be made. 

Furthermore, this method will spend a fixed fraction of
CPU time garbage collecting, even if this is not required
because the application uses little memory or does not
do any allocations for a long period of time. Since no GC
work has to be done as long as the application does not
do any allocations, a better scheme might base the
amount of work to be done by the collector on the
amount of allocation done by the application. Here, a
fixed ratio can be selected as well: for each allocation of
n units of memory, we can have the collector scan p·n
units of allocated memory, where p is a constant like 3 or
10. This policy avoids wasting time doing GC while the



application is not doing any allocations, and the incre-
mental work to be done by the collector on an allocation
is small and bounded. But we still cannot guarantee that
the system won’t run out of free memory so that a com-
plete GC cycle becomes necessary.

As shown in [6], for an application with a maximum
amount of reachable memory l (i.e., the amount of
reachable memory is always less than this constant:
r ≤ l), completion of the GC cycle can be guaranteed by
selecting p ≥ 2·l/(m–l). Note that in [6] it is assumed that
objects that are allocated during the GC cycle don’t have
to be scanned (are allocated ‘black’) and that only
reachable objects have to be scanned, while some collec-
tors require to scan all allocated memory (as for the
sweep phase of a Mark and Sweep collector).

Since l depends on the application program, this solution
cannot be applied directly in a generic Garbage Collec-
tor that has no special knowledge about the application
program, as in a Java virtual machine [1].

For a Garbage Collector that requires to scan all
allocated memory, and that might have to scan objects
allocated during one GC cycle, completetion and suffi-
cient progress can be guaranteed by selecting
p = 2/(1–(l/m))1. In such a system, not all memory mhas
to be allocated from the operating system at the begin-
ning, instead these allocations can be delayed until an
allocation cannot be satisfied using memory freed by the
collector. The guarantee for sufficient GC progress then

guarantees that the ratio l/m will never exceed the value
preselected for calculation of p. So, when l/m = 1/3 was
selected, which results in p = 3, the total memory reque-
sted from the operating system will never exceed three
times the reachable memory. Accordingly, the amount of
reachable memory can be guaranteed to be at least 90%
of the total memory by selecting p = 20. This allows for
a trade-off between GC and memory overhead even for
applications with unknown memory requirement l, but
the constant factor p will cause a constant and high GC
overhead that is required only during the time of highest
memory demand by the application.

3. Flexible time distribution between 
application and collector

To find a better function for the amount of progress the
GC has to do, we want to exploit the information avail-
able on the current state of the memory. Since the collec-
tor is required to make progress only when the applica-
tion allocates memory, we want to derive a function P()
for the progress to be made on the allocation of one unit
of memory.

An easily determinable indicator for the state of the
memory is the current amount of free memory F. The
allocation of one unit of memory reduces the free
memory by just this unit: Fi+1 = Fi – 1. We want to
avoid running out of free memory, so we want to finish a
GC cycle (and hopefully free some memory) before F
becomes zero. That means we have to finish the cycle
during the next F allocations. We do not want to make an
assumption on what state the GC is in; in the worst case
it has just begun a new cycle. A complete cycle might
mean scanning all allocated memory A. If we wanted to
spread the work to be done during this cycle evenly over
the next F allocations, we would have to scan at least
A/F units of memory now. Additionally, the memory
allocated during the cycle might have to be scanned as
well, so we have to add one unit of memory in the requi-
red progress function and we get 

P = (A/F) + 1 Progress the GC must make on 
allocation of one unit of memory

With a few conversions using (1) and (3) we get P() as a
function of the free memory f and allocated memory a:

(5) P(f) = 1/f
P(a) = 1/(1–a)

With this simple scheme, the work to be done by the GC
is very small as long as there is sufficient free memory,

1The memory allocated at the beginning of one cycle ac is limited by

(1) ac ≤ l·((p–1)/(p–2))

this can be shown by induction, prooving (1) to hold after cycle c for
ac+1 assuming the precondition that it holds for a0 = 0 and ac: The
garbage found during cycle c is gc ≥ ac–l. Cycle c needs qc allocations
to terminate, with qc ≤ ac/(p–1) (one is subtracted from p to allow scan-
ning of memory allocated during this cycle). So we get 

ac+1 = ac + qc – gc
≤ ac + ac/(p–1) – (ac–l)
≤ l/(p–2) + l
= l·((p–1)/(p–2))

The total memory allocated is limited by the amount of memory
allocated at the beginning of one cycle ac plus the maximum amount
allocated during a cycle qc:

a ≤ ac + qc ≤ ac +ac/(p–1) = ac·(p/(p-1))
= l·((p–1)/(p–2))·(p/(p-1)) = l·(p/(p–2))
= l/(1–2/p)

With p = 2/(1–(l/m)),we get

a ≤ l/(1–2/(2/(1–(l/m)))
= l/(1–(1–(l/m))) = m

Which completes the proof.



but it increases hyperbolically as we run out of memory.
Figure 1 shows the graph for P(a).

In the next section, it will be shown that, using this
scheme for any application whose reachable memory is
always less than the total memory, sufficient memory
will be freed before the free memory is exhausted. Next,
an upper bound for P() will be given that shows that the
actual overhead to be done on every allocation is
bounded and small.

4. Guaranteeing sufficient progress

For a collector to be non-disruptive or real-time, the
overhead of each incremental step must be limited, but it
also has to be ensured that the progress made on these
incremental steps is sufficient to free some allocated
memory before the free memory is exhausted. Here, we
first want to show that sufficient progress is guaranteed
by requiring a minimal constraint on the application pro-
gram.

We want to guarantee that we never run out of free
memory, i.e., 

(6) f > 0

always holds. Assume that an application program uses
the total memory as reachable objects at some time t :

rt = m

With (1) and (2), we see that all memory is allocated and
none is free:

at = m 
ft = 0.

This violates constraint (6), so in this case the collector
has no way to guarantee never to run out of free memory.
For the collector to be able to ensure constraint (6), we
therefore have to require that at no time all memory is
allocated as reachable objects, i.e.,

r < m

must be guaranteed by the application. This means there
exists an upper bound k for r with

(7) r ≤ k with 0 ≤ k < 1.

The fraction of memory used by the application as
reachable objects must be at mostk < 1. But this factor is
not known by the collector. 

For the following analysis, we need a further constraint
on k:

(8) k ≥ 1–
4

Requiring this lower bound for k imposes no additional
requirement on the application program.

Assume we have a1 allocated memory when a new
collection cycle starts. We want to determine how much
memory q1 has to be allocated for the sum of the pro-
gresses made on each allocation to be sufficient to com-
plete this cycle. To do this, we determine a function
U(a1) that gives an upper limit for q1. With the progress
function given in (5) and written as a function of the
allocated memory a

(9) P(a) = 1/(1–a)

the collection cycle will be finished as soon as the cumu-
lative progress made by the collector exceeds the initial-
ly allocated memory a1 plus the amount q1 of memory
allocated meanwhile:

Figure 1: Progress to be made by collector on
allocation as a function of allocated

memory: P(a) = 1/(1-a). 

P(a)

a



a1 + q1 ≤ ∫ a1

a1+q1

P(a)·da

≤ ∫ a1

a1+q1

1/(1–a)·da

= ln(1–a1) – ln(1–a1–q1) 

so we get for q1:

a1 + q1 = ln((1–a1)/(1–a1–q1))) 

which is equivalent to 

(q1 – 1 + a1)·e
(q1–1+a1) = (a1–1)/e  

this equation can be solved using Lambert’s W() func-
tion [7], which is the solution of w·ew = x, such that
w = W(x). So we get as an upper limit for q1

q1 = U(a1)

with

U(x) = 1 – x + W((x–1)/e)

Whenever a collection cycle starts while the amount of
allocated memory is ac, this cycle will be finished after
U(ac) memory has been allocated. Figure 2 illustrates
this function.

We now want to show by induction that for every GC
cycle c, the amount of allocated memory ac at the begin-
ning of the cycle will be less or equal to k+U(k):

(10) ∀
c

ac < abegin_max:= k + U(k)

The graph shown in Figure 2 gives us a motivation for

constraint (8): For k ≥ 1–
4

the function U(k) is falling. This

fact is required in the proof. 

We distinguish two cases:

First case: 

(11) ac ≤ k

We cannot guarantee to find any garbage during this
cycle since all allocated memory could be reachable,
constraint (7) is of little help:

gc ≥ ac – rc ≥ 0

The amount of memory to be allocated before the next
cycle finishes is limited byU(ac):

qc ≤ U(ac) = 1 – ac + W((ac – 1)/e)

Applying (4) gives us for the allocated memory after this
cycle:

ac+1 = ac + qc – gc
≤ ac + qc
≤ ac + U(ac)
= ac + 1 – ac + W((ac – 1)/e)
= 1 + W((ac – 1)/e)

since W(x) increases monotonically for x>1/e, we get:

≤ 1 + W((k – 1)/e)
= k + 1 – k + W((k – 1)/e)
= k + U(k)
= abegin_max

Second case:

(12) k < ac ≤ abegin_max

Since rc ≤ k < ac implies rc < ac, we will find some gar-
bage in this cycle:

gc ≥ ac – rc ≥ ac – k > 0

The amount of memory to be allocated before the next
cycle finishes is

qc ≤ U(ac) = 1 – ac + W((ac – 1)/e)

Applying (4) gives us for the allocated memory after this
cycle:

Figure 2: Amount of allocation required to complete 
GC cycle: U(a) = 1 – a + W((a–1)/e)

U(a)

a



allocated memory for the application independent of the
state of the collector.

Since every cycle takes at most U(ac) allocations to fi-
nish, the upper bound on ac implies an upper bound of
allocated memory at the end of every cycle, and there-
fore a total upper bound for the allocated memory:

(14) a ≤ amax
= abegin_max+ U(abegin_max)
= k + U(k) + U(k + U(k))

= 1 + W(W((k – 1)/e)/e)

Figure 3 illustrates this upper bound for the maximum
amount of allocated memory amax as a function of the
upper limit of reachable memory k. Table 1 presents the
maximum amounts of allocated memory for some se-
lected maximum fractions of reachable memory.

5. Upper bound for work to be done by GC
on allocation

With the upper bound for the allocated memory a as gi-
ven in (14), we can use (5) to determine an upper bound
for the progress the current GC cycle has to make on the
allocation of one unit of memory:

(15) Pmax = 1/(1–amax)

= 1/((1-k)·e(1–k)·e–k–1–k)

Figure 4 shows this required progress as a function of
the maximum amount of reachable memory. Some va-
lues for Pmaxare given in Table 2.

For the example of k=80%, an application that uses at
most 80% of the total memory as reachable objects, on
the allocation of one unit of memory at most 27.65 units
of allocated memory must be scanned by the collector.
The average amount of memory that has to be scanned is
signifacantly lower: the maximum amount is reached at

(13) ac+1 = ac + qc – gc
≤ ac + U(ac) – (ac – k)
= k + U(ac)

(8) guarantees that U(x) is falling monotonically for
k ≤ x ≤ 1, the derivative U’(x) is negativein this range of
values.

This monotonicity and (12)allow us to continue the esti-
mation for ac+1 from (13)

ac+1 ≤ k + U(ac) with k≥ 1–
4

and ac > k
≤ k + U(k)
= abegin_max

The starting condition a0 = 0 and induction over all c > 0
yields thatac will never surmount abegin_max.

This completes the proof.

Now that we have a proven upper bound for the amount
of allocated memory at the beginning of each cycle, as
given in (10), we would like to have an upper bound of

k: 0.0 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 0.975 1.0
amax: 0.0 0.838 0.876 0.906 0.931 0.952 0.961 0.970 0.978 0.985 0.993 0.997 1.0

Table 1: Upper bound for the maximum amount of allocated memory

Figure 3: Upper bound for the maximum 
amount of allocated memory 

amax= k + U(k) + U(k + U(k))

amax

k

k: 0.0 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 0.975 1.0
Pmax: 1.0 6.173 8.085 10.67 14.47 20.71 25.67 33.10 45.45 70.11 144.0 291.8 ∞

Table 2: Upper bound for required GC progress per unit of memory allocated



the end of one GC cycle that reaches the maximum ex-
tent of allocated memory. At the beginning of this cycle,
only 11.13 units need to be scanned and at the beginning
of the next cycle, at most 6.84 units need to be scanned.
Of course, whenever the amount of reachable memory is
less than 80% of the total memory, less collection work
will be required accordingly.

6. Exploiting these results

Applying this flexible scheme to control the collector’s
work seems to be especially beneficial for implementa-
tion of modern general purpose programming languages
like Eiffel [4] or Java [1] that require efficient garbage
collection and are applied to a wide and unknown
variety of applications.

A straightforward implementation of the scheme will re-
sult in very little garbage collection overhead for most
applications, while the overhead increases with the
memory requirements of the application. Only applica-
tions that use all or nearly all of the available memory
will encounter a noticeable slowdown by the collector.
The scheme has the pleasant feature that adding memory

to such a system will prevent this slowdown and will
also reduce the required GC work on all applications.

Another application of this scheme is to find a reason-
able trade-off between garbage collection time and
memory requirement. Whenever the required progress to
be made by the collector reaches a certain limit, the
memory manager might decide that it would be better to
allocate some additional memory from the operating
system instead of doing too much collection work itself.
The relation between the maximum amount of allocated
memory amax and k as shown in (14), Table 1 and
Figure 3 can serve as an upper limit for the amount of
unused memory: 

Assume that the work to be done by the garbage collec-
tor on an allocation of one unit of memory should never
be more than scanning P = 15.72units of memory. This
will be the case when the allocated memory reaches
a = 0.936. From Figure 3 we see that this amount of
allocated memory can not be attained by an application
whose reachable memory is less than 70% of the total
memory. In this situation, at least 70% of the total
memory must have been reachable by the application;
the amount of unused memory is at most 30%. 

If the memory manager decides to allocate more
memory from the operating system now, it can guarantee
the upper limit of P = 15.72 for the collection work,
while also guaranteeing not to waste more than 30% of
the total memory (assuming that the amount allocated
from the operating system is small compared to the total
memory).

Table 3 shows this trade-off between memory usage and
GC overhead for several selected values of Pmax, amax,
kmin and wasted memory wmax,. If we allow a significant
GC overhead of scanning up to 285,8 units of memory
per unit allocated, we can reduce the amount of wasted
memory to 2,5%; while limiting the collection work to
6,61 times the allocated memory, up to 50% of the total
memory might be unused by the application program.

A detailed description of an Eiffel implementation and
how the presented scheme can be used for its incremen-
tal Mark and Sweep collector is shown in [5]. This de-
scription also deals with many implementation depen-
dend aspects that were not subject to this paper, like in-
cremental scanning of the root set or an efficient write-
barrier. The implementation of the collector is not
finished yet so that practical experiences with it are still
missing.

We expect the implementation to perform comparable or
even better than existing incremental Garbage Collec-

Figure 4: Upper bound for required GC progres
per unit of memory allocated

Pmax(k) = 1/W(W((k – 1)/e)/e)

Pmax

k



tors. But unlike currently used techniques that reduce the
frequency or likelihood of disruptive breaks caused by
the collector, an implementation using the presented
scheme can guarantee that disruptive breaks do not oc-
cur. Furthermore, an adequate trade-off between GC
overhead and memory requirements can be found easily.
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Pmax:1.0 6.173 8.085 10.67 14.47 20.71 25.67 33.10 45.45 70.11 144.0 291.8 ∞
amax: 0.0 0.838 0.876 0.906 0.931 0.952 0.961 0.970 0.978 0.985 0.993 0.997 1.0
kmin: 0.0 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 0.975 1.0
wmax:100% 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 25% 20% 15% 10% 5% 2.5% 0%

Table 3: Trade-off between maximum GC overhead Pmaxand wasted memory wmax. Also 
shown is maximum amount of allocated memory amaxin this case and lower

bound kmin for the reachable memory of the application program. 


